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Abstract: In wireless communication, Massive MIMO plays a vital role in 4G and 5G 

technologies. The Massive MIMO systems and MIMO channel models are briefly introduced 

and the shortcoming with MIMO technologies in achieving LTE - Advanced standard has 

been conferred. The rapid development in analog and communication technologies makes the 

cellular communication popular for commercial purposes. The evolution of cellular systems 

can be described through the different generations. In addition, Massive-MIMO systems are 

protected against the channel rank loss. Also, it permits existence of cheaper terminals 

through the possibility of multiplexing gain at base station (BS) without entailing multiple 

antenna terminals. In order to acquire above benefits, the channel state information at 

transmitter (CSIT) is crucial to properly succor the multiplexed user. Along with Space time 

block coding (STBC), the individual user need proper scheduling algorithm reckon on the 

serving user groups. Even though, the CSIT and scheduling algorithm is not mandatory in 

SU-MIMO, the Massive-MIMO has been adopted in LTE standard after envisaging its 

potential advantage. Thus, this work is majorly concentrated on implementation of the 

Massive MIMO systems with improvements of spectral efficiency compared to the state of 

art approaches. 
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1. Introduction: In wireless communication, Massive MIMO plays a vital role in 4G and 5G 

technologies. The Massive MIMO systems and MIMO channel models are briefly introduced 

and the shortcoming with MIMO technologies in achieving LTE - Advanced standard has 

been conferred. The rapid development in analog and communication technologies makes the 

cellular communication popular for commercial purposes. The evolution of cellular systems 

can be described through the different generations. Beginning from analog cellular 

communications in 1G, the digital systems has evolved from second generation (2G). The 3G 

systems supports large number of phone calls per cell with 2Mbps data rate whereas, 4G 

concentrates on high speed data and multimedia services from 100Mbps to 1Gbps rate of 

transmission. In order to meet the requirement of IMT-Advanced in 4G, LTE - Advanced is 
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proposed and it was standardized by 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) as Release 

10. The researchers have identified Massive MIMO is one of the key technology that will 

lead us to high speed broadband wireless transmission. Thus, Massive MIMO becomes a key 

technology in LTE - Advanced in accomplishing its goal. The 5G is the upcoming revolution 

in cellular communication with the vision of ultra high speed multimedia transmission. In 

both 4G and 5G networks, Massive MIMO is a key technology in realizing the goal. The 

main hurdles in achieving higher capacity and efficiency in wireless communications are 

scarce spectrum resource and transmission power. The increase in wireless user population 

stipulates high speed communication which saturates the natural spectrum resource. These 

requirements can be fulfilled by array of antenna elements and the system is named to be 

Massive MIMO system. Massive MIMO systems are realized in wireless communication for 

the potential capacity gain in rich scattering environment without extra 4 bandwidth 

requirement. It uses spatial diversity and spatial multiplexing for increasing link reliability 

and spectral efficiency respectively under channel fading conditions. These key features 

promote rigorous research towards the role of MIMO in wireless communication over the 

past few years or so. The multiple path propagation of signal in Massive MIMO using spatial 

diversity increases the link reliability in the presence of channel fading. Using spatial 

multiplexing, the different data signals are multiplexed and transmitted over the single 

channel which increases the spectral efficiency of Massive MIMO systems. Using spatial 

multiplexing, the throughput increases double and quadruple times respectively under same 

channel bandwidth. For example, the SISO throughput is about 100Mbps in LTE system. 

However, using Massive MIMO systems, the throughput increased to 172.8 Mbps and 326 

Mbps respectively under the same bandwidth requirement. Despite the single user MIMO 

(SU-MIMO) guarantees high reliability and capacity through the use of space-time codes and 

multiplexed transmission; the spatial degree of freedom (DoF) of multiple antennas can be 

exploited for further augment in channel capacity. This could be achieved through sharing 

spatial channel by multiple users with proper scheduling. The Massive-MIMO system incurs 

extra hardware cost in terms of filters and antennas without any extra bandwidth requirement. 

In addition, Massive-MIMO systems are protected against the channel rank loss. Also, it 

permits existence of cheaper terminals through the possibility of multiplexing gain at base 

station (BS) without entailing multiple antenna terminals. In order to acquire above benefits, 

the channel state information at transmitter (CSIT) is crucial to properly succor the 

multiplexed user. Along with, the individual user need proper scheduling algorithm reckon on 
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the serving user groups. Even though, the CSIT and scheduling algorithm is not mandatory in 

SU-MIMO, the Massive-MIMO has been adopted in LTE standard after envisaging its 

potential advantage. 

 

FIGURE 1: Evolution of wireless communication [3] 

Fig. 1 shows the evolution of wireless communication. First Generation 1G (1970-1980s) is 

fundamentally for analog communication and voice is the main deciding factor for design 

purpose and no data communication was supported in a system [3]. Second Generation 2G 

(1980-90) system is characterized by digital voice, and hence supports digital 

communications. However voice still remained as the most important traffic that is to be 

carried. While things were going from 2G to 3G there was a period which is sometimes 

referred to as 2.5G where data was introduced to be carried over mobile networks systems 

such as GPRS, EDGE etc and would carry data within the same channel used to carry the 

voice signals. Around in the period of 1990 to 2000, Third Generation 3G was developed 

which is digital system and the deployment of 3G was happening in the early period of 2001 

onwards. It introduced separate paths for voice and data [4-5]. The need for data service is 

increasing rapidly with the use of wide spread of internet by people and hence requires a high 

data rate in the system. For all purposes right from entertainment to scientific and 

administration purposes there was more and more demand for data centric services, because 

of this developed a fourth generation 4G mobile communication system which is 

fundamentally developed to carry data traffic. 4G network generally carried as voice over IP 
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also known as VOIP [6]. Fifth Generation 5G is getting developed, as needs for higher data 

rate are increasing day by day. New Generation wireless communication devices allow 

common people and machines to communicate with each other in a totally mobile manner. 

Earlier, the data rate requirement was very low. To increase the data rate, newer systems with 

new applications are incorporated in the system and hence the technology has moved beyond 

4G into the era of 5G. Amongst many things which are moving next to 4G, there have been 

development of small cells, there has been development to device to device communication, 

self organizing network etc. Some of the important things which 5G is expected to see are 

millimeter wave communication and massive MIMO amongst others technology. All 5G 

systems are expecting to use MIMO communication system that is one of the fundamental 

technology changes beyond earlier systems [7-9]. 

The remaining part of the paper is systematized as follows. Section 2 describes the related 

works for Massive MIMO systems with their drawbacks, section 3 deals with proposed 

method of STBC encoding scheme for Massive MIMO systems. Section 4 deals with 

experimental results of proposed method and comparison with respect to the various state of 

art approaches using quantitative evaluation and finally section 5 the conclusion and scope 

for future enhancements. 

2. Literature survey: 

The profit of multiple antennas array structure at either side of transmitting system is very 

well studied in [10-11]. In order to gain the benefits of MIMO systems, the wireless engineer 

should design an appropriate signal transmission strategy at the transmitter side and detection 

scheme at the receiver side. If else, the separation of the parallel data streams at receiver 

become tiresome and that serves as the main drawback with MIMO systems. In multiple 

access channels, multi-user detection is used for retrieving the individual data stream from 

parallel data stream.the precoding technique which helps in processing the parallel data 

stream has been discussed. For pre-equalization, the precoding techniques need channel state 

information at the receiver (CSIR) for pre-processing. Though, the CSIR helps in better 

performance of MIMO system, further enhancement could be achieved through the CSIT. 

 In [12-13] authors discussed the types of CSIT and the method to acquire CSI are discussed 

elaborately. The precoding can be defined as a pre-processing technique which exploits CSIT 

to match the signal to channel conditions before transmission. The precoder design varies 

depending upon the CSIT and performance requirement. The precoding strategy turns into 

most important with MIMO systems due to the following reasons. First, the pre-processing of 
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signal before transmission reduces the degradation in performance caused by channel fading 

and signal interference. Second, the multi user detection can be avoided in UE after signal 

pre-processing at transmitter end. Hence, the precoding preserves the power consumption at 

the UE. 

In [14-15] authors designed to nullify the MUI caused in each data stream with the help of 

CSIT. The linear precoder also performs well in certain circumstances with partial CSIT. The 

linear precoder always makes the receiver system simple. While, in non-linear precoder, 

cancel the known interference prior to transmission over the channel. However, the non-

linear precoder results in high capacity gain than linear precoder; it is averted in most systems 

due to its computational complexity. 

In [16-17] authors designed the transmitter is equipped with perfect CSI. The acquisition of 

CSI is initiated from the channel estimation process either at transmitter or receiver. The 

estimation method, channel characteristics, mobility of UE and SNR will decide the 

estimation accuracy. After CSI estimation, it must be transported to transmitter for the 

precoding process. The reciprocity and feedback are the two general principles used for 

obtaining CSI at transmitter. The open loop system uses reciprocity principle in attaining the 

reverse channel information and the closed loop system uses feedback process in transferring 

forward channel information from receiver to transmitter. 

In [18-19] authors designed real time acquiring perfect CSI is limited on the basis of the 

following grounds. The feedback delays, limited feedback resources, and scheduling delay in 

closed loop systems as well as antenna calibration errors, and turnaround delay with open 

loop systems limit the CSIT accuracy. Hence, the assumption of perfect CSI behind the linear 

precoder design becomes absurd and it needs to be reinvestigated at few instances. In this 

work, linear precoder design with perfect and imperfect CSI has been considered to optimize 

the MU-MIMO performance. 

In [20] authors designed the simple linear precoder decomposes the multi-user MIMO DL 

channel into independent parallel SU-MIMO channel. This cancels the MUI between the 

adjacent channels. Hence, each data streams in parallel channel are considered for 

independent single user scheme at the receiver end. The linear precoder assigns power of 

transmission using water-filling method in both time and space. This kind of power allocation 

over the time period increases fading channel capacity at low SNR and decreases at high 

SNR region. However, the power allocation over space substantially increases the fading 

capacity gain at all SNR regime. However, for all above considerations, the system should 
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have higher number of transmit antennas than the receive antennas at all users. In pragmatic 

situations, this limitation in number of transmit antennas restrict the number of user /receive 

antennas (receiver diversity).  

3. Proposed System Model  

Massive MIMO is wireless systems in which multiple inputs are provided to the wireless 

channel and called as multiple transmit antenna and multiple receive antennas at the receiver 

in which multiple elements or multiple measurements or multiple samples are received as the 

output of the wireless communication channel. The block diagram of MIMO system at 

transmitter and receiver end is given in Fig. 2. 

 

 

FIGURE 2: Massive MIMO antenna at transmitter and receiver side 

In wireless communications, Massive MIMO technology has drawn attention as it provides 

important increases in information throughput and connection variety without extra 

bandwidth or transmission power. This is achieved by increasing spectral efficiency (more 

bits per second per bandwidth hertz) and connecting reliability or variety (decreased fading). 

Massive MIMO is a present theme of global wireless studies because of these characteristics. 

Consider a point-to-point Massive MIMO framework where antennas are transmitted and 

received. STBCs have been suggested through the pioneering work of Alamouti. In the event 

of two transmitting antennas Code Alamouti provides complete diversity and data frequency 
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(channel utilization information symbol).The main characteristic of this system is the 

orthogonality across the two transmitting antennas between the signal vectors.  

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 3: STBC based Massive MIMO system model 

By implementing the concept of orthogonal design, this system was extended to an arbitrary 

amount of transmitting antennas[5]. Space-time block codes are referred to as the generalized 

systems.  However, there are no complicated valued STBCs with complete diversity and data 

rates for more then 

1. Consider, for instance, a series of transmission, for example.  

2. We communicate in a typical transmission at the first moment, the second moment 

and third moment and so on.  

3. The symbols are grouped into two sets. Send and submit and from the first and the 

second antenna in the first interval. Send and from the first and the second antenna in 

the second moment. Send and from the first and second antenna and from the first and 

second antenna in the third moment. Send, and from the first and second antennas in 

the fourth interval and so on. 

4. Two intervals are required, although we group two symbols, to send two symbols. 

Therefore, the data rate is not modified.  
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5. This provides the simple explanation for the Alamouti Space Time Block coding 

transmission system. 

This system utilizes two transmitting antennas and one receiving antenna. The gain in 

diversity is twice the SISO system gain. The system works by transmitting two 

symbols, 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 , for two instances: as follows: the symbols 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 are 

concurrently transferred by the antennas 1 and 2 during the first moment and then the 

symbols −𝑥∗
2  and 𝑥∗

1 are simultaneously transmitted during the second moment. 

The information transferred as a matrix is therefore 

𝑋 =  [
𝑥1 −𝑥∗

2

𝑥2 𝑥∗
1

]                           (1) 

Where the asterisk  *  indicates complex conjugation operation. Repeat this method to 

transmit the next two symbols, and so on. The transmission would take place over four 

successive periods .to transmit the four symbols 𝑥1 , 𝑥2, 𝑥∗
1 and 𝑥∗

2. This system has the 

feature that the pair encoding and decoding of two symbols concurrently a point that in what 

continues will be shown. 

𝑦1 =  ℎ1𝑥1 +  ℎ2𝑥2 + 𝑛1                                      (2) 

𝑦2 = − ℎ1𝑥∗
2 +  ℎ2𝑥∗

1 + 𝑛2                               (3) 

where  𝑛1 and 𝑛2 represent the channel gain and additive noise represented by ℎ1 and ℎ2 The 

channel is supposed to be memory less and flat, causing a variation signal size and phase, 

with out delaying time. Suppose that the recipient provide perfect information about Channel 

State Information (CSI), may measure and ℎ2 and ℎ1 .The recipient then calculates of 𝑥1 and 

𝑥2 , denoted �̂�1 and �̂�2, by and according to processing 𝑦1 and 𝑦2 expressed as follows 

�̂�1 = ℎ1
∗𝑦1 + 𝑦2

∗ℎ2 

                       �̂�2 = ℎ2
∗𝑦1 + 𝑦2

∗ℎ1                    (4) 

�̂�1 =  ℎ1
∗𝑦1+𝑦2

∗ℎ2 = (|ℎ1|2 + |ℎ2|2) 𝑥1 + ℎ1
∗𝑛1 +  𝑛2

∗ℎ2 

�̂�2 =  ℎ2
∗𝑦1+𝑦2

∗ℎ1 = (|ℎ1|2 + |ℎ2|2) 𝑥2 + ℎ2
∗𝑛1 +  𝑛2

∗ℎ1    (5)  

In addition, the two projections will be affected by each fading channel equally, and the 

probability of fading concurrently between two autonomous channels is smaller than that of a 

single channel. The Alamouti system offers an efficient means of combating alterations in 

phase and magnitude occurring on a fading line. 

[
𝑦1

𝑦2
] =  [

ℎ1 ℎ2

ℎ2
∗ −ℎ1

∗] [
𝑥1

𝑥2
] = H [

𝑥1

𝑥2
]                                                                       (6) 
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where H is the matrix of the channel With the orthogonal design of a matrix such as H, we 

can see that 

𝐻𝐻 H = [
ℎ1

∗ ℎ2

ℎ2
∗ −ℎ1

] [
ℎ1 ℎ2

ℎ2
∗ −ℎ1

∗] = (|ℎ1|2 + |ℎ2|2) [
1 0
0 1

]                                   (7) 

From the orthogonality definition, a simple way to determine if the orthogonal design of a 

matrix is to determine whether each column is the orthogonal one of the other columns in 

complex conjugation. For example, the Alamouti plan shows orthogonal design by 

multiplying the following columns. The Alamouti Scheme uses two symbolic periods to 

convey two symbols, with a speed of one. A STBC is methods employed to improve the 

reliability of data transmission in wireless communication systems that are using multiple 

transmit antennas. Space time coding depends upon transmitting multiple data or redundant 

copies of a data stream to the receiver. It basically used to have better performance in fading 

environment. The basic building blocks of a Massive MIMO system are shown in the figure 

3. In this figure, x and y represent the transmitted and received signal vectors. At first, the 

information to be transmitted is encoded and interleaved. The symbol mapper maps the 

encoded information to data symbols. These data symbols are then fed into a space-time 

encoder which creates some spatial data streams. The data streams are then transmitted by 

different antennas. The transmitted signals are propagated through channels and are received 

by receiving arrays. The receiver then collects all the data from the antennas and reverses the 

operation to decode the data using a space-time processor, space time decoder, symbol de-

mapper and at last the decoder. Massive MIMO is a collection of a large number of fading 

channels one between each transmit and receive antenna pair. Massive MIMO 

communication system consists of parallel transmission of several information streams 

between the transmitter and the receiver and this is known as spatial multiplexing. Spatial 

multiplexing is defined as multiplexing the space dimension (radio frequency) rather than 

frequency or time. With increased data rate, Massive MIMO systems also increase the 

reliability of the system. 
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4. Simulation Results 

 

Figure 2: Comparison between a linear amplifier and the non-linear amplifiers 

 

Fig. 3: The BS and UE distortion power over noise with and without BS distortion 

correlation. The approximation error drops significantly in the shaded interval. The UE 

distortion dominates for K ≥ 5 in this setup with M = 200. 
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Fig. 4: The desired signal and BS distortion (due to non-linearities) grow linearly with M 

when using DA-MR, while DA-ZF can cancel the BS distortion while keeping a linearly 

increasing desired signal. 
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Fig. 5: Ordered eigenvalues of the BS distortion correlation matrix Cηη (due to non-

linearities) for M = 200 and varying K. The rank of Cηη increases rapidly with K and the 

difference between the largest and smallest non-zero eigenvalues also reduces when K grows. 

 

Fig. 6: Average correlation coefficients for the signal and for the quantization distortion as a 

function of the ADC resolution b. 
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Fig. 7: The BS distortion power (due to quantization) over noise for K = 5. The distortion 

power grows linearly with M when using MR combining, due to distortion correlation, but 

the slope and absolute power decay rapidly with the ADC resolution 

 

Fig. 8: SE per UE as a function of the number of UEs with M = 100. We compare DA-

MMSE and DA-MR when correlation of the BS distortion is either neglected (uncorr) or 

accounted for (corr). Every UE has the same SNR in this figure. 
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Fig. 10: SE per UE as a function of the ADC resolution b with K = 5 and M = 100. We 

compare DA-MMSE and DA-MR when correlation of the BS distortion is either neglected 

(uncorr) or accounted for (corr). 

 

(a) DA-MMSE combining 
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(b) DA-MR combining 

Fig. 11: SE per UE as a function of M when using either DA-MMSE or DA-MR combining. 

The asymptotic behaviors with either ideal or non-ideal hardware are evaluated. 
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Fig. 12: SINR per UE as a function of the SNR with K = 5 and M = 100. We compare DA-

MR with perfect and imperfect CSI in two cases: when correlation of the BS distortion is 

either neglected (uncorr) or accounted for (corr). 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

Upcoming wireless schemes will have to upkeep a large assortment of diverse use cases 

within the same band. This is problematic in legacy MIMO because of the poor OOB 

emissions. There subsists procedures to diminish the OOB emissions in MIMO, such as 

windowing and filtering, but they are only effective if the number of subcarriers is high. Not 

all possible use cases proposed for future wireless systems will employ such a high number 

of subcarriers, so that Massive MIMO becomes an efficient substitute to MIMO, since it has 

considerable fine spectral properties. While Massive MIMO has many benefits, it also 

requires some special handling because of the intrinsic imaginary interference..One-tap 

equalizers are in most practical cases sufficient for Massive MIMO once the subcarrier 

spacing is matched to the channel. By spreading data symbols in time or frequency, complex 

orthogonality can be restored in Massive MIMO, allowing to straightforwardly employ all 

methods known in MIMO. This work have derived the optimal spreading matrix and 

proposed two different interpretations of such spreading, either in the code dimension, or by 

transforming the basis pulses. Although the optimal spreading matrix provides analytical 

insights, a more practical solution is based on Walsh-Hadamard spreading because it requires 

almost no additional complexity and performs close to the optimum. One of the most 

important contributions of this thesis is pruned DFT spread Massive MIMO, which has the 

remarkable properties of a low PAPR, low latency transmissions and a high spectral 

efficiency. PrunedDFT spread Massive MIMO outperforms SCFDMA in almost all aspects. 

It is more robust in doubly-selective channels, requires no CP and has much lower OOB 

emissions. If the channel is approximately flat within the transmission bandwidth, pruned 

DFT spread FBMC even outperforms conventional Massive MIMO in throughput. 
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